The explosive growth of information challenges people's capability in finding out items fitting to their own interests. Recommender systems provide an efficient solution by automatically push possibly relevant items to users according to their past preferences. Recommendation algorithms usually embody the causality from what having been collected to what should be recommended. In this article, we argue that in many cases, a user's interests are stable, and thus the previous and future preferences are highly consistent. The temporal order of collections then does not necessarily imply a causality relationship. We further propose a consistence-based algorithm that outperforms the state-of-the-art recommendation algorithms in disparate real data sets, including Netflix, MovieLens, Amazon and Rate Your Music.
Introduction
With the rapid development of Internet [1, 2] , World Wide Web [3, 4] and intelligent mobile phone technologies [5, 6] , our social lives have been greatly changed. At the same time, we are facing inconceivably huge amount of information, such as trillions of web pages, billions of e-commerce products and millions of videos, largely challenging our information processing capability to effectively find out our interested items. Using searching queries as keywords, search engine [7] [8] [9] breaks such dilemma via powerful information retrieval, however, it strongly tends to provide users with popular information while fails to match niche items with personalized interests. In addition, it cannot dig out the things you like that are not easy to be described by a few searching queries. Under those limitations, recommender systems [10] show excellent performance in providing personalized recommendations.
Due to the ever-decreasing costs of data storage and processing, recommender systems gradually spread to most areas in our lives. Venders utilize our purchase records to recommend relevant products to enhance sales [11] , social web sites analyze social links to help us find more new friends [12, 13] , and online radio stations remember skipped songs to better serve us in the future [14] . In general, whenever there is plenty of diverse products and customers are not alike, personalized recommendation may help to deliver the right content to the right person. This is particularly the case for those Internet-based companies that try to make use of the so-called long-tail of products which are rarely purchased but due to their multitude they can yield considerable profits [15] . For example, on Amazon.com, 20% to 40% sales come from products that do not belong to the shop's 100,000 most popular products [16] . A recommender system may hence have significant impact on a company's revenues: for example, as mentioned by Sanders in the 3rd ACM Conference on Recommender Systems, 60% of DVDs rented by Netflix are selected based on personalized recommendations. As discussed in [17] , recommender systems not only help decide which products should be offer to an individual customer, they also increase crosssell by suggesting additional products to the customers and improve consumer loyalty because consumers tend to return to the sites that best serve their needs (see [18] for an empirical analysis on the impacts of recommendations and consumer feedback on sales at Amazon.com).
Therefore, driven by the significance in economy and society [19] [20] [21] , studies on recommender systems are progressing prosperously, and the design of an efficient recommendation algorithm attracts a wide range of interests from engineering science to marketing practice, from mathematical analysis to physics community (see the review articles [22] [23] [24] and the references therein). Many recommendation techniques have been developed, including collaborative filtering [25] , content-based analysis [26] [27] [28] , knowledgebased analysis [29] , time-aware analysis [30, 31] , tag-aware analysis [32, 33] , social recommendation [34, 35] , constraint-based analysis [36] , spectral analysis [37] , iterative refinement [38] , principle component analysis [39] , hybrid algorithms [40, 41] , diffusion-based algorithms [42] [43] [44] , and so on. This work is closely related to the diffusion-based methods, which have already found applications in many real e-commerce systems, see for example, taobao.com and baifendian.com. Recently, the original methods get improved by considering the effects of initial resource distribution [45, 46] , correlations biased diffusion [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] , users' tastes [52] , temporal effects [53] , and so on. In general, a recommender system tries to find out users' habits and recommends uncollected objects to them based on their historical records. Most known recommendation algorithms embodies causality relationship, that is, it recommends a certain object because of some already collected objects. In such situation, temporal order is a very critical factor. Looking at an simplified example in figure 1(a) , if the target user has read the textbook Algorithm, we will prefer to recommend Data Mining instead of Data Structure, since the latter one should be already studied before Algorithm. However, in many cases, such as food, music, movies, etc., such relationship does not work and the temporal order of a user's choices do not reflect any causality. As shown in figure 1(b) , if the target user has watched the movie Star Trek Into Darkness, we can infer he/she likes science fiction movies, and recommend both movies The Day After Tomorrow and Cloud Atlas, regardless which one should be watched before or after another one.
As above mentioned, some selections result from causality with temporal order, while others may only reflect consistent interests. We argue that the considerable part of selections can be explained by consistence, while many known algorithms (e.g., the network-based inference [43] Figure 2 . An illustration of NBI. Subgraph (a): a bipartite network with objects denoted by rectangles and users by circles, and a user is connected with an object if this user has collected this object. Subgraph (b): the weights w ij (beside the arrow from node j to node i) corresponding to the above bipartite network after the projection from user-object network to object-object network, by Eq. (1).
heterogenous network-based inference (HNBI). By integrating the causality and consistence, we further propose a so-called unbalanced CBI (UCBI) algorithm, which performs even remarkably better than CBI.
Results
A recommender system consists of users and objects, and each user has collected some objects. Denoting the object set as O = {o 1 , o 2 , · · · , o n }, user set as U = {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u m } and link set as E, the recommender system can be fully described by an n × m adjacent matrix A = {a ij }, where a ij = 1 if o i is collected by u j , and a ij = 0 otherwise. Accordingly, we can visualize the recommender system as a bipartite network G with m + n nodes, where the degrees of an object o i and user u l , k(o i ) and k(u l ), respectively represent the number of users who have collected o i and the number of objects collected by user u l . Mathematically speaking, for a given user, a recommendation algorithm generates a rank for all the objects he/she has not collected yet and recommends the top-L uncollected objects to this user, with L denoting the length of the recommendation list. In this article, we fix L = 50 and we have checked that the major conclusions are not sensitive to the value of L.
Among many known algorithms, NBI is fast, robust and relatively accurate [23] , which is a good choice as the benchmark algorithm since it embodies the causality hypothesis. According to the standard NBI [43] , given the target user u l , the preference to select an object o i because of a prior selection of another object o j is defined as
which results from a simple random walk from node o j to node o i . Denote by f the initial collection vector of user u l , where f j = 1 if user u l has collected object o j and f j = 0 otherwise, the final recommendation score of an arbitrary object o i is the simple sum of contributions w ij , where j runs over all objects o j having already been collected (i.e., f j = 1) by u l , namely
where W = (w ij ) n×n is the asymmetrical weight matrix according to Eq. (1). A simple example about how to calculate W is shown in figure 2 . The uncollected objects with top-L values in f ′ will be recommended to user u l .
Notice that, Eq. (1) only accounts for the contribution from a prior selection o j to a possible candidate o i , that is to say, to which extent we would like to recommend o i because of the prior selection of o j . This is thus a typical causality-based recommendation algorithm. Instead of causality relationship, if we consider the consistence between o j and o i , we need not only account for the contribution from a prior selection o j to a posterior selection o i , but also the contribution from o i to o j , namely whether the co-selection (o i , o j ) reflects a consistent interest of the target user u l . Therefore, corresponding to the causality relationship in Eq. (1), a consistence relationship could be
where the normalization factor j ′ w j ′ i is used to make sure the influences from prior selections to posterior selections and from posterior selections to prior selections are comparable, namely
Denoting the corresponding weight matrix as R CBI = (r CBI ij ) n×n , for the target user u l and his/her initial collection vector f , the recommendation score f ′ can be obtained in a similar way as Eq. (2):
Analogous to the standard NBI [43] , CBI is also a parameter-free algorithm. It is very possible that the strengths of influences from prior selections to posterior selections and from posterior selections to prior selections should be different, therefore we further introduce a unbalance consistence-based inference (UCBI), where Eq. (3) is modified as
and accordingly
where
) n×n . It is not surprised that the introduction of two tunable parameters α and β will improve the algorithm's accuracy comparing to the standard CBI. In addition to that, we would Table 1 . Algorithms' performance on four data sets. For each algorithm with parameters, the performance indices are obtained by optimizing corresponding parameters subject to the largest AUC value, with resolution 0.01. Values in the brackets stand for the standard deviations, and the best-performed values are emphasized by boldface. The recommendation list is fixed as L = 50 and the number of samplings for AUC value is fixed as n = 10
6 . See Supplementary Information (SI) for results on L = 10 and L = 100. like see: (i) how much the performance of CBI can be further improved, and (ii) the influence from which direction is stronger.
To evaluate the algorithmic performance, we consider six well-known metrics [23] : AUC value (AU C), precision (P ) and recall (Recall) for accuracy, inter-similarity (I) and Hamming distance (H) for diversity, and average degree ( k ) for novelty (see details in Materials and Methods). For I and k , the lower the better, while for others the larger the better. We compare CBI and UCBI with four benchmark methods (see details in Materials and Methods): global ranking method (GRM), user-based collaborative filtering (CF), network-based inference (NBI) and heterogeneous network-based inferenc (HNBI). As shown in Table 1 , for all three aspects (accuracy, diversity and novelty) and all four data sets, CBI largely outperform the four benchmark algorithms, and UCBI can further improve the performance of CBI. One can thus expect that both the click rate and user experience can be enhanced by applying CBI or UCBI. Complementary to Table 1 , we plot the precision-recall curves [54, 55] by varying the length of recommendation list L. The curve in the right upper position corresponds to higher accuracy. As shown in figure 3 , for all four data sets, curves show the same order from the left lower to the right upper, namely the accuracy order is GRM < CF < N BI < HN BI < CBI < U CBI, supporting the results presented in Table 1 .
To see the sensitivity of parameters in UCBI, figure 4 shows some representative curves by fixing α Figure 3 . Precision-Recall curves via varying the length of recommendation list L from 1 to the cardinality of the testing set.
while varying β. Except for Amazon.com, the optimal accuracies obtained by UCBI are much higher than those by CBI. In addition, looking at the optimal values (α * , β * ) (see figure 4(e), figure 4(f) and Table 2 ), for all the four data sets, α * is obviously larger than β * , suggesting that the influence from prior selections to posterior selections should be larger than the influence from posterior selections to prior selections. 
Discussions
Recommender systems can be mathematically described in a very abstract way as a variant of link prediction problem in bipartite networks [56, 57] . However, the underlying decision-making processes for different kinds of recommender systems are far different to each other. For example, the click stream on free or cheap products shows different pattern from that on very expensive products, and our choices usually contain many unaware biases, such as the anchoring bias and herd behavior caused by other peers' choices and critiques [58] [59] [60] . Therefore, the causality relationship cannot fully explain the selecting behavior of users. In a causality-based recommender system, if the target user has already selected the object A, and we need to choose from two candidate recommendations B and B ′ , then the system will compare the recommendation strengths from A to B and from A to B ′ . In this paper, we argue that the consistent interests play a major role in determining users' selections, hence in addition to the above operation, we should also compare the recommendation strengths from B to A and from B ′ to A. In a word, only if recommendation strengths from A to B and from B to A are both high, we can infer that A and B are consistent for the target user.
According to extensive experiments on four real data sets, we show that this simple variation can remarkably improve the algorithm's accuracy, diversity and novelty. Numerical investigation suggests that the influences from A to B and from B to A are not equal, the former (aligned with the causal direction) should be stronger (as indicated by the relationship α * > β * in all cases). The introduction of unbalance further largely improve algorithm's performance in all three aspects. The consideration of recommendation power from unselected objects to selected objects provides a novel viewpoint to the traditional recommender systems, we hope this finding can simultaneously bring us better algorithms and more insights.
Materials and Methods

Data Description
To verify performances of recommendation algorithms, four benchmark datasets, Movielens, Netflix, Amazon and Rate Your Music (RYM ) are used, respectively 1 . In terms of different themes, Movielens, Netflix are two famous movies recommendation websites, Amazon is a big globalized online shopping store, selling various kinds of commodities, and RYM is a well-known music recommendation website. To recommend the appropriate objects, they all leverage ratings to capture users' preferences, with rating from 1 to 5 stars in Movielens, Netflix, and Amazon and from 1 to 10 in RYM. Due to a vast ocean of data information and long-tail effects, excellent algorithms are essential to their successful recommendations and can further grasp the customers' loyalty tightly in the websites. For the sake of simplicity and privacy protection, we first anonymize the types of goods and names of users, and then recognize preference between user and object if the ratings ≥ 3 in Movielens, Netflix, Amazon and ≥ 5 in RYM. That is to say, only links associated with relatively high ratings are kept, which may lead to decrease of algorithm's accuracy [61] . However, this issue is out of the scope of this paper. After processing, primary information of the data is summarized in Table 3 . 
Metrics
Before numerical experiments, the link set E is randomly divided into two parts: E T is the training set consisting of 90% links and E P is the testing set containing the rest 10% links. The reported results are not sensitive to the size of training or testing sets, unless one of them is extremely small. Obviously,
The links in the testing set are regarded as unknown information and forbidden from using in training process. In the following, we introduce six performance indices for algorithms' accuracy, diversity and novelty.
(1) Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) [62] .-AUC attempts to measure how a recommender system can successfully distinguish the relevant objects (those appreciated by a user) from the irrelevant objects (all the others). The simplest way to calculate AUC is by comparing the probability that the relevant objects will be recommended with that of the irrelevant objects. For n independent comparisons (each comparison refers to choosing one relevant and one irrelevant object), if there are n ′ times when the relevant object has higher score than the irrelevant and n ′′ times when the scores are equal, then
Clearly, if all relevant objects have higher score than irrelevant objects, AUC = 1 which means a perfect recommendation list. For a randomly ranked recommendation list, AUC = 0.5. Therefore, the degree of which AUC exceeds 0.5 indicates the ability of a recommendation algorithm to identify relevant objects. Notice that, the sole usage of AUC may result in some misleading conclusion [63] , therefore we also consider the L-dependent accuracy metrics, precision and recall, and show also the precision-recall curves.
(2) Precision (P ) [25] .-The number of objects recommended to a user is often limited, and even given a long recommendation list, users usually consider only the top part of it. For an arbitrary target user u i , the precision of u i , P i (L), is defined as the ratio of the number of u i 's removed links R i (L) (corresponding to relevant selections), contained in the top-L recommendations to L, say:
The precision P (L) of the whole system is the average of individual precisions over all users, defined as:
The higher precision indicates higher accuracy.
(3) Recall [25] .-Recall considers the ratio of relevant selections that can be recovered in the top-L recommendation list. There are two alternative ways to define recall. We can firstly define the recall of an individual user u i as
where E P i denote the set of links associated with user u i in the testing set E P and thus E P i is the number of u i 's selections in the testing set. Then, similar to precision, the recall value for the whole system is defined as the average value over all users, as
We can also directly define recall value as the ratio of relevant objects recovered by all the m recommendation lists, as
In this paper, we adopt the latter metric. In addition to the separated comparisons on precision and recall, one usually plots the precision-recall curves by varying L to see the overall performance [54, 55] , and the curve in the right upper position indicates higher accuracy.
(4) Hamming distance (H) [45] .-The algorithm should guarantee the diversity of recommendations, viz., different users should be recommended different objects. The intra-diversity can be quantified via the Hamming distance. If the overlapped number of objects in u i and u j 's recommendation lists is Q, their Hamming distance is defined as:
Generally speaking, a more personalized recommendation list should have larger Hamming distances to other lists. Accordingly, we use the mean value of Hamming distance,
averaged over all user-user pairs, to measure the diversity of recommendations. Note that, H only takes into account the diversity among users.
(5) Intra-similarity (I) [47] .-A good algorithm should also make the recommendations to a single user diverse to some extent [64] , otherwise users may feel tired for receiving many recommended objects under the same topic. Therefore, for an arbitrary target user u l , denoting the recommended objects for u l as {o 1 ,o 2 ,..., o L }. Using the Sφensen index [65] , the similarity between two objects, o i and o j , can be written as:
The intra-similarity of u l 's recommendation list can be defined as:
and the intra-similarity of the whole system is thus defined as:
(6) Average degree ( k ) [45] .-Given o ij is the jth recommended object for user u i , k(o ij ) represents the degree of object o ij , so the popularity is quantified by the average degree of all recommended items:
The smaller k is preferred since to recommend niche objects usually brings better user experience.
Benchmark Methods
Global Ranking Method (GRM) [25] .-GRM sorts all the objects in the descending order of degree after removing the objects that have been collected by the target user, and recommends those L objects with the highest degrees.
Collaborative Filtering (CF) [25] .-CF is based on measuring the similarity between users or objects.
Here we consider the user-based CF, and for any two users u i and u j , their similarity is defined as the Sφensen index (for more local similarity indices as well as the comparison of them, see the Refs. [66, 67] ):
For any user-object pair u i − o j , if u i has not yet collected o j (i.e., a ji = 0), the predicted score, v ij (to what extent u i likes o j ), is given as
For any user u i , all the nonzero v ij with a ji = 0 are sorted in a descending order, and those objects in the top-L are recommended.
Heterogenous NBI (HNBI) [45] .-HNBI is a heterogenous network-based inference algorithm dependent on the initial resource nodes' degrees, as
where w ij is defined according to Eq. (1) and other algorithmic procedures are similar to NBI. 
